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at the time of our visit the goats had to provide enough milk
for their families as well as for household purposes, and
there was none left for cheese.
Despite my host's bulk and age, his energy seemed
inexhaustible, and at 5-30 next morning, while we drank our
coffee and goat milk, he was anxiously looking at the sky
and making it clear that we should have been up at least an
hour earlier if we wanted to carry out our day's programme.
By the time the veil of mist was rolling up from the
mountain opposite we were in the launch again—this time
headed out across the lagoon for the reef. Fishing was the
order of the day, and while I was still rubbing the sleep from
my eyes, Emile and six of his compatriots were preparing
the fishing gear. Any self-respecting angler would have
scorned the murderous-looking tackle that the boys were
producing. Emile took over the most important task of
attaching copper-wire leads to the 4-inch hooks, while a
couple of the others cut up 8- or 9-inch fish for bait, or
prepared lead sinkers weighing at least a couple of pounds.
The lines—as thick as one's little finger—were paid out over
the back of the boat to remove the wrinkles as ,the boat
chugged its way out to the 8-mile-distant reef.
There was hardly a ripple on the water, and even in the
pass at the reef where we shut off the motor there was only,
the gentlest swell.
Fishing, in the mannec we did, was only just fishing. For
my part I dropped the line over the edge of the boat, let it
run through my hands till by its slackening I knew it had
struck bottom. Then I waited for a soggy tug. Hauling the
line up I pulled into the boat with monotonous regularity
huge 10-pound loche—or gropers. The natives released the
fish from the hook, threw them into large wet potato bags,
and re-baited my line.
For about an hour great 9- and 10-pound loche and rock
cod were whacking the sides of the boat, and the c boys* were
kept busy unhooking fish and baiting lines for Emile, M.
Calimbre and myself. After we had pulled up twenty-nine
fish and lost about a dozen hooks and sinkers, the fish stopped

